Roman Numerals

Roman Numerals used to be the standard numbering system and method of Arithmetic in Ancient Rome and Europe until about 900 AD. A combination of letters was used to signify value. Convert the Questions Using the Symbol Values

Symbol Value:
I = 1, V = 5, X = 10, L = 50, C = 100, D = 500, M = 1 000

Convert the Following:

1. XXXIV =
2. II =
3. XXXVIII =
4. V =
5. XXV =
6. XLIV =
7. XXXIII =
8. IX =
9. XIII =
10. XVII =
11. I =
12. XXVIII =
13. VI =
14. XXI =
15. VII =
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Roman Numerals

Roman Numerals used to be the standard numbering system and method of Arithmetic in Ancient Rome and Europe until about 900 AD. A combination of letters was used to signify value. Convert the Questions Using the Symbol Values

Symbol Value:
I = 1, V = 5, X = 10, L = 50, C = 100, D = 500, M = 1000

Convert the Following:

1. XXXIV = 34
2. II = 2
3. XXXVIII = 38
4. V = 5
5. XXV = 25
6. XLIV = 44
7. XXXIII = 33
8. IX = 9
9. XIII = 13
10. XVII = 17
11. I = 1
12. XXVIII = 28
13. VI = 6
14. XXI = 21
15. VII = 7